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1.0

INTRODUCTION TO RESPONSE

1.1

The Response and the confidentiality claim
1. TNW Wireless Inc. (“TNW”) is providing this response and comments (“Response”) to
the answers and interventions filed with the Commission in response to a Part 1
Application submitted to the Commission by TNW on July 4, 2017 – (CRTC File 8620R63-201705675) (the “Application”).

2.

This response does not contain any confidential information.

1.2

Structure of the Response

3.

After careful review of the answers and interventions filed with the Commission in
response to the TNW Application, we note that the responses have asked the Commission
to consider any or all of 5 specific topics as part of its deliberations; these being;
a. That the Application is a burden upon the Commission
b. Technical compliance of TNW’s iPCS technology with current rules and
regulations,
c. Regulatory issues related to the iPCS Wi-Node and Cloud Spectrum
d. Economic considerations on the incumbents
e. Public Policy issues
f. Test for interim relief

4.

As such, the Response will be structured to deal with each of these topics in sequence.
Particular emphasis is made regarding in many cases, the misunderstanding and/or
mischaracterization of iPCS and we will attempt to further clarify iPCS in this Response

5.

We note that while all of the intervenors have weighed in on the iPCS compliance issue,
none of the intervenors have commented on TNW’s request to have Bell and Telus
provide roaming agreements in what would be considered a more traditional model; that
being to provide incidental roaming for TNW customers who do not utilize iPCS
technology.

2.0

A BURDEN ON THE COMMISSION

6. Several of the intervenors have tried to establish that TNW’s Application is an
“administrative burden on the Commission”, a “waste of valuable resources”, that the
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Commission has already made its decision in CRTC 2017-56 and 2017-57, or that the
matter should be enjoined as part of the Commission’s TNC 2017-259.
7. We note that this is TNW’s first Part 1 application, the outcome of which is of
considerable importance to the company and the Canadian Public. The Application is not
frivolous and TNW’s intent was never to create any administrative burden on the
Commission. It is the result of an impasse reached after several months of trying to get
Bell Mobility Inc. (“Bell”) and Telus Communications Company (“Telus”) to even begin
negotiations on roaming agreements.
8. In actual fact, it was Telus’ external counsel who first told TNW that it would need to
submit its proposal to the Commission and that it would take a formal decision by the
Commission before Telus would even consider providing a roaming agreement.
9. Notwithstanding that TNW is of the opinion that its Application is requesting that the
Commission decide on matters distinct from TNC 2017-259, the Application pre-dates
the issuance of TNC 2017-259 and at the time the Application was submitted, TNW
would not have had any knowledge of the contents and timing of the consultation.
Furthermore the potential timing of the outcome of TNW 2017-259 is at the very earliest
set for March 2018.

2.1

Policy versus profit
10. After reviewing all the answers and interventions related to TNW’s Application and specifically
those of the incumbent wireless operators (Bell, Telus and Rogers Communications Canada Inc.
“Rogers”, collectively the “Incumbents”) as well as other larger operators (Eastlink
Communications, Shaw Communications Inc. and Videotron Inc. collectively the “Majors”) we
are struck by the ferocity of the opposition to our Application while at the same time the
Incumbents and the Majors state that there is no serious issue to be tried. This is clearly a serious
issue to the Incumbents and Majors.
11. The opposition to iPCS is based on a number of incorrect assumptions, a mischaracterization or
misunderstanding of the technology, certain distracting arguments which are irrelevant to the
decision at hand and continuous references to CRTC policies which focus on restrictions to nonfacilities based competition when TNW is clearly a facilities-based operator. Furthermore as we
will elaborate on further, Telus currently utilizes and approach for the delivery of its services that
completely negates its arguments in opposition to iPCS.
12. However, no matter the attempt to focus their opposition on policy issues and what we believe are
selective interpretations of CRTC decisions and directives as well as side issues which do not
relate in any way to the Application but rather to distract from it, make no mistake, that in the end
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the positions and arguments made by the Incumbents and Majors are much less about public
policy and the public good and much more about bravado, restricting competition and
maintaining profit levels.
13. The wireless industry in Canada enjoys a very comfortable market situation for Incumbents and
Majors and they are highly motivated to maintain the market status quo as they see it even though
this may not be in the best interest of the Canadian public. We believe that they have mistakenly
interpreted and relied on facilities-based competition as a means of invoking territorial exclusivity
which is clearly contrary to public policy.
14. As an entrepreneurially-driven company and an innovator, TNW and its contention of
compliance, is a threat to the comfortable situation enjoyed by the Incumbents and Majors and the
nature of the interventions from the Incumbents and the Majors are a reflection of that fact.

2.2

History of the development of iPCS
15. Several of the answers and intervenors have suggested that iPCS is some recent over the
top application which was developed based on a “loophole” in the current regulatory
framework, a “back door to compliance” so to speak. In fact the concept for iPCS was
initially developed several years ago. Since it conception, several million dollars have
been invested in the technology and iPCS was approved as far back as 2013 for Scientific
Research and Experimental Development (“SRED”) tax credits. SRED tax credits are
granted only in the case where the applicant can prove that the project has significant
scientific technological uncertainty. SRED credits are not granted in the case of product
development or improvement. An over-the-top application would not qualify for SRED
credits.
16. iPCS has 4 patents pending in Canada and in several international jurisdictions.
17. iPCS was never designed nor intended to be a “loophole” technology to skirt
telecommunications regulation. It was developed to be compliant both within the letter
and the intent of the regulations in place and our contention is that it is compliant for
reasons that will be clarified in the next section. Furthermore as we will also demonstrate,
Telus actively utilizes its own technological solution which relies on Wi-Fi to extend its
home public mobile networks (“HPMN”s).

3.0

ELABORATION ON THE IPCS TECHNOLOGY
18. It is clear from the interventions of the Incumbents and the Majors that they have not
grasped or chosen not to grasp the nature of the technology and have presented the
6

Commission with an inaccurate interpretation of iPCS and how it functions. Therefore we
believe it is appropriate in this Response to go into a more in depth explanation of iPCS
and why we contend that it is in full compliance with existing telecommunications rules,
regulations and policies and that iPCS is no different than what Bell and Telus are doing
within their own operations.
19. TNW acknowledges that iPCS is an innovative technology and a new way of thinking,
While we will try to provide as much detail as possible in this Response, we recognize
and appreciate that the Commission may still require additional information and/or
clarification. As such TWN is prepared to meet with the Commission at its convenience
to provide it with any additional technical, operational or other information it may need
to render a decision. TNW is further able to provide the Commission with a working
demonstration of the technology.
3.1

Licensed spectrum use determination
20. All spectrum licenses issued by Innovation Science and Economic Development (“ISED”,
formerly Industry Canada), contains the following notation:
This license authorizes the operation of the specified radio frequencies in the service
area listed below.[emphasis added]
21. There are 3 criteria that all must be met for the determination of whether a mobile subscriber is
within a Public Mobile Network (“PMN”).
1. A mobile device must emit electromagnetic frequency (“EMF”) of a licensed spectrum, and
2. The device must use the EMF, and
3. The use of the EMF must be in the territory of the licensed operator
These criteria therefore define whether a subscriber is on a PMN or not.
22. Remote access to an HPMN in itself cannot be considered an extension to the HPMN whether
remote access is via Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, USB Ethernet cable or other means. An extension to a
network operator’s HPMN can only occur if a subscriber’s device is connected to a VPMN using
licensed spectrum while at the same time connected to (for example) public or private Wi-Fi
while passing voice/text/data through Wi-Fi and while retaining 3G/LTE connectivity through a
VPMN.
23. In the frequently cited case of Sugar Mobile, the company itself did not have an HPMN but had
an MVNO agreement with ICE Wireless Inc. (“ICE Wireless”). Wi-Fi was used to access the
Iristel Inc. (“Iristel”) CLEC and was therefore using Wi-Fi to extend the ICE Wireless HPMN or
reach the Iristel CLEC Network because the service while using Wi-Fi still met all 3 criteria
described above.
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24. iPCS using Wi-Node and Cloud Spectrum cannot be considered as creating conditions for
extending TNW’s HPMN as none of the 3 criteria are met. We elaborate on this further below.
3.2

Mobile transmission paths
25. In order to fully deal with the compliance issues of iPCS, it is important to understand the
transmission paths of iPCS compared with those of Bell/Telus and of Sugar Mobile (which has
been deemed by the Commission not to be in compliance).
An A-Z mobile transmission path can be considered to consist of 3 definable component legs:
1. A “first mile” leg;
2. A “transit” leg; and
3. A “last mile” leg
The following are descriptions of the respective transmission paths as well as a side by side
comparative schematic of the 3 paths.

3.2.1

iPCS GSM subscriber services

26. In their interventions, the Incumbents and the Majors have made numerous references to iPCS
technology as taking advantage of a “loophole” in current regulations. iPCS was not developed to
be a “loophole” (and again we refer to the fact that its development predates CRTC 2015-177,
CRTC 2017-57/57 and the current call for consolations TNC 2017-259) but rather was

developed to be an innovation for the delivery of GSM-based services to subscribers.
27. In order to provide GSM-based services to its subscribers (roaming access from anywhere in the
world to PSTN, SMS, data services), iPCS needs to be able to connect to a GSM network from
any location. Under the iPCS transmission path, the first mile permits access to these services and
the last mile provides remote access to the first mile GSM services from any location via a
backhaul connection to TNW’s OnNet. This is a very important concept when distinguishing
iPCS as a full GSM service versus an over-the-top application which is how iPCS has been
referred to in a number of interventions. iPCS is in no way an over-the-top application but rather
a cloud-based Smartphone-over-IP with hardware dynamic SIM technology.
28. Much as the concept of last mile under old style PSTN services is irrelevant under today’s
environment, so is the concept of last mile under the current mobile environment. It is important
therefore to focus on a technology’s first mile and related access and access to licensed GSMbased services.
3.2.2

The iPCS transmission path

29. The TNW iPCS transmission legs comprise as follows:
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1. The first mile consists of 3GPP UMTS/LTE access (voice, text, data) through TNW licensed
spectrum and to the TNW core wireless network. No voice channels are used and all first
mile access utilizes TNW licensed spectrum. Typical latency is 10-50 milliseconds (“ms”)
2. The transit/backhaul leg utilizes private network Internet/VPN over microwave, fiber or
traditional TDN networks. Typical latency is 10-80 ms.
3. The last mile consists of connection to a GSM-based device via licensed spectrum or
public/private Wi-Fi for remote access. Typical latency is 10-100 ms. The TNW iPCS SIM
dynamically accesses or releases an IMSI via dynamic SIMs in real time which contains the
mobile country code (“MCC”), 302 and mobile network code (“MNC”), 770 (307 770 XXX
XXX-XXXX). The IMSI through the Wi-Node gateway provides access to universal GSMbased services and the dynamic SIMs are the basis for the technical requirement to utilize
TNW’s licensed spectrum in the first mile and will confirm or deny the presence of roaming.
Overall transmission path is between 100 and 250 ms and the first of last miles represent no more
than 25% of the transmission path

3.2.3

The Bell/Telus transmission path

30. Bell and Telus use transmission paths which are somewhat similar to that of iPCS including in
some circumstances the concept of remote access via Wi-Fi.
1. The first mile consists of 3GPP GSM access (voice, text, data) through respective licensed
spectrum to respective core wireless networks.
2. The transit leg typically utilizes TDM or IP networks.
3. The last mile consists of connection to a GSM device via licensed spectrum or public/private
Wi-Fi for remote access. As with iPCS, SIMs are dynamically provided with IMSI on
demand (and released) with respective MCCs and MNCs.
31. However both Bell and Telus in some cases utilize Wi-Fi outside their licensed territories for
their last mile, a point neither intervenor has mentioned. Notwithstanding TNW’s continued
contention that iPCS using Wi-Node and Cloud Spectrum technology is compliant, this point
does call into question the validity of their objections to iPCS.

3.2.4

The Sugar Mobile transmission path

32. The Sugar Mobile transmission path is considerably different from those of iPCS, Bell and Telus.
In the Sugar Mobile environment as an over-the-top application, the concept of a first mile does
not exist. Instead Sugar Mobile relied on its MVNO relationship with Ice Wireless and Iristel as a
related CLEC to essentially provide VoIP services and an SMS IP gateway for its last mile
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capability as well as the public Internet for transit to Iristel. Therefore there was no requirement
for facilities based wireless services.
33. On its last mile, Sugar Mobile utilized its over-the-application and connected to ICE Wireless Inc
as an HPMN or Rogers as a VPMN via 3G/LTE on licensed spectrum or via 2.4/5.8G Wi-Fi
access to Iristel as a CLEC partner. Since in this call all conditions exist for use of licensed
spectrum while on the VPMN, the Commission’s ruling that Sugar Mobile was using Wi-Fi to
extend a HPMN is valid.
34. Furthermore, there exist in this case other significant uses of technology which distinguish the
Sugar Mobile application from that of iPCS. Notably for example, SMS messages under the
Sugar Mobile environment are essentially SIP messages. These SIP messages may be transited
via a SIP application gateway or SMS gateway through 3rd party providers. The iPCS SMS on the
other hand is true GSM-based SMS on SS7 signalization messaging remotely accessed over the
cloud and which utilizes TNW’s HPMN.
3.2.5

Comparison of transmission paths

35. The diagram below is a graphical illustration of the previous 3 transmission paths. A high
definition version is included in Schedule 1:
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3.3

Transmission paths and compliance
36. The previous diagram is useful in comparing transmission paths under the 3 scenarios and in our
opinion demonstrates over-the-top applications under an MNVO environment are not in
compliance. It further shows why iPCS using Wi-Node and Cloud Spectrum is a very
sophisticated technology and compliant approach and not simply exploiting a “loophole” in the
regulations.

3.4

Telus use of Wi-Fi for service delivery
37. Much of the core of arguments against iPCS made by the Incumbents and Majors revolves around
the use of the iPCS Wi-Node and Cloud Spectrum to remotely access TNW’s PMN. The
technical reasons for this have been presented in detail in this section. However it has recently
come the attention of TNW that Telus is enabling precisely the technical approach through the
use of any public Wi-Fi for the delivery of its service including the ability to make and receive
calls exclusively over public Wi-Fi in geographical areas where it does not hold licensed
spectrum. Although we have not had the time to undertake an extensive review on this point we
present the results of one of the tests conducted by one of our technical staff.
38. On August 7, 2017 a test was undertaken using an iPhone 7 provided by Telus containing a Telus
SIM and connected to Wi-Fi NAT (Network Access Translation) (Local Area Network Address
192.168.137.231 with public address 193.138.223.126 in the Netherlands). The phone was
registered over the Internet to the Telus VoIP server 207.34.240.206. VoIP signalization is
flowing between the same NAT address and Telus VoIP server. A search of the ARIN IP
database confirms that 207.34.240.207 belongs to Telus.
39. The illustration below is a report of a Wireshark1 trace showing packets exchanged between the
iPhone and the Telus IP. Voice media packets are shown to be flowing between the same address:

1

Wireshark is an open source packet analyzer used for network troubleshooting and analysis.
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40. Wi-Fi calling is a feature built into iOS. The feature can be enables or disabled by the user. When
enabled and the VoIP is registered, the phone indicates that it is connected to “Telus Wi-Fi”
versus “Telus” as shown below.

41. The Telus phone with Wi-Fi calling enabled while registered on 3G or LTE or placed in “airplane
mode”2 and the Wi-Fi enabled leaving it with solely Wi-Fi wireless capability. Within a minute,
the phone while on public Wi-Fi registers to “Telus Wi-Fi”. Despite the fact that the phone’s
3GPP radio could be off and operating exclusively on public Wi-Fi, the phone was tested and
determined to be fully capable of sending/receiving calls and sending/receiving text messages
through the native dial pad or “messages” application. We note that in this circumstance,
wireless calls are completed without the use of any licensed spectrum and was completed when
the device was in a location where Telus has no licensed spectrum.

2

In airplane mode the phone disables its 3GPP radio, Bluetooth and Wi-Fi functionality
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42. A Telus phone can therefore place and receive calls and send/receive texts while on any public IP
address inside/outside its licensed spectrum area and both in Canada and outside of Canada and
Telus clearly permits this to occur.
43. We fail to understand why Telus can be potentially bypassing certain GSM Association rules and
running contrary to certain roaming agreements and justify providing essentially unfettered and
universal access to its HPMN from anywhere in the world to its calling and texting service via
any public Wi-Fi and not call it a “loophole” as it has referred to iPCS.

4.0

REGULATORY CONSIDERATIONS
44. In its Application, TNW asked the Commission to compel Bell and Telus to provide it with
wireless roaming agreements as per their respective tariffs and to make a determination as to the
compliance of TNW’s iPCS technology with current telecommunications rules and regulations.
These are in fact 2 separate issues; the first is what the Commission might consider to be
“traditional” wireless roaming agreements whereby the roaming partners would provide
incidental GSM access to TNW subscribers when they are within TNW’s licensed footprint but
outside TNW’s current coverage area, or incidental roaming to TNW subscribers when they are
outside of TNW’s licensed footprint – and the second when utilizing iPCS and the Wi-Node
Gateway, Cloud Spectrum technology as described in section 2.
45. While there has been considerable input by the Respondents and intervenors regarding the use of
iPCS, and their incorrect assertion of TNW as a mobile virtual network operator (“MVNO”),
there has been no mention or objection by any intervenor to TNW’s request for roaming
agreements for what can be viewed as traditional wireless roaming as described in the previous
paragraph. As such, notwithstanding any other decision the Commission may make related to the
Application, TNW requests that due to the absence of objections by Bell, Telus and the
intervenors, that the Commission compel Bell and Telus to provide roaming agreements as per
their current tariffs.
46. Should the Commission grant this relief, TNW commits to maintaining in good faith, any specific
terms of compliance as the Commission may see fit to specify.

4.1

No regulatory changes are required in the TNW application as proposed
47. The Incumbents and Majors have unanimously stated that in order to grant the relief
sought under the TNW Application related to iPCS, that this requires a change to the
existing Canadian regulatory framework. TNW vehemently disagrees with this position
and in section 2 of this response has demonstrated clearly that the technology is in
compliance. They have either failed to understand the technology or have interpreted the
technology in a manner simply to support the market status quo as they see it.
48. There is consistent reference to iPCS as “similar to” the over the top application utilized
by Sugar Mobile which the Commission dealt with in CRTC 2017-57. Again, TNW has
13

demonstrated in its application and as further elaborated in section 2, that unlike Sugar
Mobile’s application, iPCS is a solution which fully utilizes TNW’s facilities and
licensed spectrum and while on Wi-Node does not use any visited public mobile network
spectrum or maintain a registration on a visited network.
49. The incumbents rely heavily upon the Commission’s determination in CRTC 2017-57
with heavy emphasis on paragraphs 25 and 26 to make their case.
Paragraph 25 states;
Further it would be contrary to the wholesale wireless framework’s stated
objective of promoting facilities-based competition because it would
eliminate incentives for a wireless carrier to invest in its own network.
TNW is a facilities based operator and as we will show in section 4, we have and
will continue to invest in our network and we do not expect that iPCS would have
any effect on network investment by other facilities based operators – therefore
neither TNW as a business nor iPCS as a technology is inconsistent with facilities
based competition. In fact we believe quite the opposite and that fair competition
as has been shown in other regulated industries, will promote more investment in
order to stay competitive. TNW using iPCS believes it has struck the balance
between incentives under a regulated environment and the public good.
Paragraph 26 brings up the valid point that in an unregulated Wi-Fi environment, the
potential exists for end users accessing a visited network not necessarily needing to use
any of the facilities owned or operated by the wholesale roaming customer to gain access
to the visited network. Further;
The wholesale roaming customer could sell a mobile wireless service to
end users, the cellular portion of which would be provided exclusively
through an incumbent’s network, without ever needing to provide access
through a home network.
We need to reiterate that iPCS by its nature requires the iPCS facilities for all calls (and is
therefore facilities-based – not an over-the-top application) and that the iPCS network to
needs to be active for the service to work. There is no back door to permanent roaming on
an incumbent’s network.
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4.2

iPCS using Wi-Node and Cloud Spectrum cannot be considered roaming
50. Despite the arguments by the Incumbents and Majors to the contrary, iPCS using Wi-Node and
Cloud Spectrum cannot by any means be considered to be roaming. In order to be considered to
be on a visiting network, we have established that 3 inseparable conditions must be met;
1. A mobile device must emit electromagnetic frequency of a licensed spectrum, and
2. The device must use the EMF, and
3. The use of the EMF must be in the territory of the licensed operator
An iPCS device using Wi-Node and Cloud Spectrum while on Wi-Fi does not emit or use any
licensed EMF and de facto does not use any licensed EMF in the territory of the licensed
operator. Much as the Incumbents and Majors would like to categorize this as a “loophole” or a
“wrinkle”, it is neither. It is a fact and to claim otherwise would require a redefinition of what is
considered accessing a visited network – to be based primarily on geography rather than
technology. The use of a licensed spectrum within a specific territory is intrinsic to and the base
condition in the determination of whether a user is on a Public Mobile Network.
51. Furthermore, when remotely accessing TNW’s HPMN via Wi-Node and Cloud Spectrum, the
wireless device, the IMSI is no longer present in the SIM and the device will not indicate that it is
in “Roaming Mode”. There is categorically no roaming or provision of GSM based services on
any roaming network under these circumstances. Ultimately the location of the IMSI (with
authentication key) is perhaps the best indicator for determination of whether the device is on a
Home or Visited network. This is again a clear distinction from the Sugar Mobile service which
utilizes a static SIM and an IMSI code belonging to ICE Wireless which will always be register
on the VPMN and create the conditions for the device to be showing as “Roaming” while on WiFi.

4.3

iPCS and roaming analysis
52. In its intervention, Telus contends that de-registration from a VPMN and connection to a HPMN
is not relevant to roaming analysis and that TNW’s position is that incidental access requires a
consideration of the quantity of a device’s consumption over the VPMN versus over public WiFi. However this is incorrect and ignores the reality of use of the TNW HPMN. Furthermore this
has never been TNW’s position nor has TNW advocated a simplistic model that considers any
use of Wi-Fi connectivity as part of the determination of incidental roaming. This would indeed
be a non-facilities based scenario and should not be considered.
53. We therefore return to the concept of remote access to TNW’s. In all scenarios under the iPCS
environment all registration and signalization data for the first mile transits through TNW’s
HPMN. As such this remains a facilities-based situation and it is perfectly relevant for
determination of roaming analysis. This is not as Telus contends, “a weak attempt at regulatory
gaming” and “an attempt to find a loophole in the rules”.
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54. Furthermore Telus continues to harp back to TNW as somehow being “non-facilities based”. We
believe this notion is again incorrect and has been adequately dealt with in TNW’s Application
and Response.
55. Telus also continues to rely on a comparison with the Sugar Mobile model which for reasons
stated in section 3, is simply not valid. The concerns raised by the Commission to which Telus
refers, deal with incentives for network investment which again are based on a non-facilities
based competitive environment which does not apply to TNW which is a facilities-based operator
and has publicly stated its commitment to continue to invest in its network.

4.4

Telus’ use of public Wi-Fi
56. As we have illustrated in section 3.4, Telus utilizes public Wi-Fi under certain circumstances as a
means of completing part if its transmission leg outside its licensed territory. This occurs
independent of location and independent of whether they are connected to a VPMN. This can
either be viewed as extending their home network via Wi-Fi or remote access to their home
network. It cannot be both.
57. If it is extension of their home network, they cannot claim that is compliant for them but not for
TNW. Nor can they claim this to be a technical aberration outside their control because it is
available through the Apple iOS.
58. If it can be deemed remote access to their respective home networks, they similarly cannot argue
to restrict TNW’s use of the same.
59. Although we have not had the opportunity to verify similar Wi-Fi use by other wireless carriers,
the possibility certainly exists for them to do so as well.

4.5

iPCS will not harm end-users
60. In its intervention, Telus comes to the conclusion that somehow the introduction of iPCS would
“harm end-customers, cause market confusion, waste Commission and industry resources and
take away the force of tariffed terms and conditions”. Telus seems to believe that the status quo
as they interpret to be it is just fine, that wireless customers are easily confused by new
technology and that the Commission cannot manage its resources. Telus also tries somehow to
link the introduction of iPCS as well as TNW into the Canadian wireless market as a prelude to
higher prices for consumers.
61. Market status quo is not fine and Canadians are looking for alternatives and alternative providers.
The entire rational for TNC 2017-259 is based on Canadians’ outspoken dissatisfaction with the
market status quo which is further reflected in ISED Minister Bains’ public statements and call
for the review.
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62. Canadians are very tech-savvy. We believe that consumers can understand new technology and
make up their own minds whether they want to use it or not. Introduction of iPCS would be no
more confusing than having to choose between DSL versus cable for Internet or cable versus Fibe
versus satellite versus Netflix etc. for home entertainment. The market informs itself and makes
choices – which they can change later on if they are not happy.
63. On the last point, we are at a complete loss as to the link between higher prices for Telus wireless
customers and the entry of TNW into the Canadian Wireless market. TNW has provided Telus
with viable options to deal with any perceived credit risk which they have omitted from their
intervention. If anything, new market forces would certainly drive down prices. Furthermore
given that Canadians already pay amongst the highest wireless rates within most developed
economies and, it is hard to believe that TNW would create any conditions that would somehow
lead to even higher wireless rates. That would be like trying to link an increase in wireless rates
with the Commission’s recent elimination of unlocking fees which will result in some $37 million
decrease in annual revenues for wireless companies.

4.6

Legal basis of the RuralCom Corporation transaction and ownership of iPCS
64. On December 8, 2016, Investel Capital Corporation purchased all issued and outstanding
shares of RuralCom Corporation, a licensed wireless operator which was renamed TNW
Wireless Inc.
65. In their respective answers, both Bell and Telus have questioned whether the transaction
actually took place and whether Applicant is truly the owner of the stated spectrum
licenses and have claimed that TNW has offered them no proof that it owns the licenses.
66. This is patently incorrect and TNW has offered ample proof to both Bell and Telus that
the transaction was complete including providing evidence of the change of Directors on
December 12, 2016 which could easily obtained through search of the Corporations
Canada website. Furthermore, both counsels for Bell and Telus independently reviewed
the transaction several months ago without objection.
67. Furthermore, TNW is aware that in December 2016, after the announcement of the
acquisition, that senior management at Bell reached out to the former Director and
President of RuralCom in an attempt to determine whether the transaction had in fact
been completed.
68. Bell’s contention that on January 16, 2017, Mr. Sandeep Panesar was not the President of
what was then RuralCom Corporation and therefore he was not in a position to request a
roaming agreement is completely false and without any base whatsoever. Furthermore the
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fact that a letter from Mr. Panesar inadvertently added the term “Inc.” in the company
name (which TNW did clarify in a subsequent communication with Bell) as a means of
dismissing the request is yet another frivolous and frankly amateurish attempt to dismiss
the legitimacy of the company.
69. We are puzzled that Bell and Telus continue to bring up legal ownership other than as a
distraction they knew then to be false. Both Bell and Telus have considerable in house
and external legal resources that could have easily verified the legitimacy of the
RuralCom purchase in a matter of minutes. Furthermore the publicly available
Corporations Canada database had the change in Directors registered on December 12,
2016. Therefore this whole subject area is a clear indication of their desire to take a
“kitchen sink” approach and submit any excuse not to provide roaming agreements.
70. With respect to the ownership of iPCS, this is yet another incorrect assertion as
introduced by Telus as a further distraction which in the end, has no bearing on the issue
at hand. While the Monitor in the CCAA proceedings related to 8640025 Canada Inc.
(“864”) initially report that based on limited information gathered, there might be claims
on the intellectual property related to iPCS, as Telus is aware this is not the case and no
claims have been launched or threatened against the intellectual property. The intellectual
property has been established to be owned by Investel and the company’s founder, the
latter also being the inventor. Nonetheless, TNW is a legal licensee of the technology and
would in any case not be affected by potential legal challenge to the ownership, in the
unlikely event that should occur.
4.7

TNW is not an MVNO
71. Several of the responses to the Application mistakenly refer to TNW as a Mobile Virtual Network
Operator (“MVNO”) however TNW is not an MVNO. TNW is a licensed Canadian facilitiesbased wireless operator.

72. TNW owns and operates several towers which are in operation providing GSM-based
wireless services and have been tested by ISED, currently operates a 3G and 4G core
network, has invested in infrastructure and its wireless network and intends to expand
coverage to underserved areas not covered by any other wireless operator. By definition
therefore, it cannot be deemed an MVNO.
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5.0

ECONOMIC CONSIDERATIONS BY THE INCUMBENTS AND MAJORS
73. Considerable emphasis was made by Incumbents and Majors with reference to the
promotion of investment in wireless networks. The contention is that iPCS if deemed
compliant would provide a disincentive to invest in their respective networks. Perhaps
therefore, as a result, they would stop investing in their networks, Canadians would be
less served and the wireless industry would move into decline.
74. The respondents and several of the intervenors have therefore relied directly or indirectly
within their arguments on references within CRTC 2017-56 and CRTC 2017-57 related
to promotion of facilities-based competition and not to eliminate incentives for wireless
carriers to invest in their networks.
75. However, conspicuous by its absence from response by the Incumbents or Majors, is any
reference to the statements made by TNW in its Application related to both the historical
and current profits related to wireless services in Canada and to the cost of wireless
services to Canadians.
76. We reiterate that wireless services provide the companies with amongst the highest (if not
the highest) pre-tax profit percentages of any of their product lines. Furthermore these
have only increased in the last 3 years. Most Canadian businesses would find it difficult
to obtain such a level pre-tax profit percentages.
77. TNW is clearly not against the Incumbents and Majors making a profit – and even a good
profit. TNW itself would never itself claim not to be profit driven. However there is a
certain level of hypocrisy when they make selective references to regulatory policy when
it supports their position while ignoring their reality of the marketplace.
78. TNW has stated in its Application, that it believes the economics of the Canadian market
favours a few robust national networks rather than a plethora of marginal national
networks. We have no issue with a regulated wireless oligopoly. Telus in its answer has
deliberately mischaracterized the nature and intent of this statement and frankly we
would think that Telus would support this notion. TNW was simply stating and
supporting the obvious; that based on the realities of the Canadian market, there is a limit
to the number national networks that would be viable under the current conditions – and
that this is precisely why the industry is under the careful purview of the Commission.
We feel fairly certain that Telus would vigorously oppose the entry of several foreignbased carriers should they apply to build a series of national networks.
79. Furthermore, contrary to Telus’ assertion, TNW is not in any way asking the Commission
to abandon its facilities-based policies. As demonstrated in our Application and this
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Response our position is quite the contrary. We fully support facilities-based policies as
shown by our commitment to innovation, investment in our network and a business plan
which includes expansion to areas not served or underserved by other wireless
companies.
80. However, along with the benefits the Incumbents and Majors accrue from their protected
position in the market, comes an obligation for access and an obligation not to abuse their
dominant position.
81. Roaming agreements are part of this obligation and the notion as proposed by Bell as per
paragraph 61 of its intervention, that TNW’s business model is flawed because it requires
roaming agreements makes no sense and Bell has in fact misread the statement. The
statement made by TNW again simply states the obvious – that it would be completely
unrealistic to try to sell a mobile phone service to a subscriber in Whitehorse, when that
subscriber for example, could not use their phone in Vancouver.
82. We also believe that small operators can fill service voids which are not covered by the
incumbents. While some of the interventions refer to only selective public statements by
TNW as to their business plan, where these statements apparently support the
intervenor’s position against TNW, there is no mention of other public statements such as
TNW’s plans as to provide coverage over the vast majority of the Alaska Highway –
which is currently not supported by any wireless carrier. TNW has already developed a
logistics and engineering plan for rapid development modular antenna site deployment
which has been well received by the 3 levels of government which oversee the highway.
Furthermore TNW has publicly announced plans to expand current services to
underserved regions on Haida Gwaii. Again, this shows that we fully support facilitiesbased policies and this initiative is a modest but important and valuable contribution to
Canada’s national wireless infrastructure.
83. And this is where the Incumbents’ and Majors’ economic arguments fall apart. We note
for example that in Eastlink’s intervention, paragraph 2, they refer to CRTC TD 2016-60
as stating that MVNO access to the National Carrier’s networks would have too great a
negative impact to facilities-based development. First, TNW as noted several times
earlier is a facilities-based wireless carrier and is not an MVNO. Second, TNW’s publicly
stated plan is to invest in underserved regions within its licensed territory is exactly the
policy goal the Commission had in mind when it formulated TD 2016-60 when it stated:
Investment in wireless network infrastructure by wireless carriers is
important to ensure that Canadians have access to mobile wireless
networks and services of high quality in all regions of Canada. The new
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entrants have made and are planning to make significant investments in
spectrum and their wireless networks.
84. As a small entrepreneurially-driven company, TNW by its nature will always seek out the
opportunities which are not obvious or are of less interest to larger companies. And just
like the Incumbents and Majors, TNW needs to make a profit in order to execute on these
opportunities and grow the network. Furthermore in conversations with ISED policy
staff, it was clear that investment in strengthening local networks is a high priority as is
the recognition that these will form part of a stronger national network.
85. Recognizing the overall profit level and the fact network operators are being paid for
roaming, we find it very difficult to believe that the Incumbents and Majors will cease or
reduce investment in their networks if TNW is granted the relief it is seeking.
86. Inexorably linked to this and also conspicuously excluded from the economic arguments
submitted, is the well-established fact that Canadians pay amongst the highest wireless
fees within most developed economies and that Canadians have yet to see the financial
benefits of the protections provided to the Incumbents in a regulated environment.
87. Notwithstanding the above, iPCS is still more of a compliance issue, rather than an
economic issue. The economics only enters into the discussion as a supportive element to
TNW’s position as an economic benefit to Canadians within the existing framework.
Therefore TNW is of the opinion that the broader question of industry-wide economics is
interesting, but less relevant for consideration in the TNW Application.
88. TNC 2017-259 will no doubt address the broader industry-wide economic impact of any
change in the regulatory framework including the alternative “Wi-Fi first” delivery of
services. However the Incumbents’ and Majors’ submissions here and in the past, are
perhaps a clear indication of where they stand on the issue.
89. TNW by it part supports facilities-based policies in a fair competitive environment. Any
assertion to the contrary by the Incumbents or Majors is simply not true.

6.0

PUBLIC POLICY CONSIDERATIONS
90. TNW has already dealt extensively with public policy considerations in its Application
and a rehash of these considerations is not necessary in this Response except to restate
that public policy strongly favours TNW’s Application.
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91. We are however encouraged by the intervention of the Public Interest Advocacy Centre
(“PIAC”) and will comment on this here. PIAC is a well-respected national non-profit
organization and well positioned to comment on the Application from a public policy
perspective and was the only non-industry intervenor.
92. PIAC partially supports the TNW Application in that is supports the Application in
general but would prefer that the matter be dealt with in the proceeding launched by TNC
2017-259.
93. Based on the PIAC intervention, we believe the organization has grasped the concept of
iPCS but may not have fully understood the concept of remote access to its network
rather than extension of an HPMN as better explained in this Response and that this may
have provided a more fulsome endorsement.
94. Nevertheless TNW notes that in paragraph 19 of the intervention the suggestions that a
TNW customer could allow Wi-Fi access from their home network to all TNW customers
is a concept that TNW has already considered and supports.

7.0

TEST FOR INTERIM RELIEF
95. The Respondents have not made any viable arguments against TNW’s case for Interim Relief.
Instead they have relied on arguments which are intended to preserve their market position and to
simply denigrate TNW’s business plan. Neither of these approaches are valid arguments against
interim relief .
96. Both Bell and Telus have claimed that there is no serious issue to be determined. By the very
nature and ferocity of their respective responses, they have admitted that this is a very serious
issue.
97. Neither Bell nor Telus has addressed the issue of roaming agreements with TNW which do not
utilize iPCS using Wi-Node and Cloud Spectrum. They have simply ignored it in their respective
responses. TNW believes that notwithstanding any other determination regarding the use of iPCS
through Wi-Node and Cloud Spectrum, that Bell and Telus have conceded on this point and are
required to provide TNW with roaming agreements for circumstances that do not use Wi-Node
and Cloud Spectrum which is part of TNW’s requested interim relief.
98. TNW in its Application and as further elaborated in this Response, has presented the Commission
with what it believes is a very important position with respect to the delivery of wireless services
in Canada and a serious matter to be determined. Furthermore we have demonstrated that the lack
of roaming agreements is causing the company considerable harm, and that given the balance of
inconvenience overall, this favours TNW in that it is unable to provide a service which is
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available to its subscribers outside its licensed coverage area, a capacity which is made available
to all Canadian Wireless operators.
Test for interim relief – Telus arguments
99. Telus has argued that interim relief would require it to enter into a commercial relationship which
does not exist today. The very nature of the term “mandatory” is that they are required to provide
these services when they do not want to do so. The fact that they do not currently provide them is
not a basis for not providing them and to ignore this point would open the door to refusal of
services to any new entrant.
100. Telus in its response it states that TNW has not made a strong prima facie case to be determined.
TNW has in its Application and this Response has made a significant case on the basis of
technology, regulatory policy and public policy to support its position. Furthermore we have
provided the Commission with information to make a clear distinction from the Sugar Mobile
decision which has been frequently cited by Telus.
101. We refer back to Telus’ external counsels’ written statement that Telus would require a decision
by the Commission before it provided a roaming agreement to TNW. By Telus’ own words, this
is a serious issue.
102. Telus believes that TNW will not suffer any irreparable harm if it cannot obtain roaming
agreements citing that such harm is not recognized by law. They base this on the mistaken
assumption that TNW is not entitled to mandatory roaming agreements in the first place and it
this assumption which TNW contends it is entitled to; circling back to the issue of a serious issue
to be determined. Telus further states that TNW is free to use any of its own spectrum licenses or
network infrastructure implying that there is a viable business case for offering wireless service in
its licensed territory that cannot be used anywhere else. The shear absurdity of this statement
cannot be overemphasized and such a statement is exactly why mandatory roaming agreements
are “mandatory” and are embedded in the regulations and why the Incumbents should not be the
gatekeepers in the determination of which companies can roam and which cannot.
103. If the inability to operate a viable business is not irreparable harm, we are not sure what else
might qualify for this.
104. Telus has argued that it will suffer the balance of inconvenience under interim relief. This is not
valid for several reasons. First, Telus contends that TNW intends to resell its network, essentially
operate as an MVNO and contravene the existing regulations. TNW has provided ample evidence
that it will do no such thing and is not an MVNO.
105. Telus has further argued that TNW will enable permanent roaming on its network and that it will
impact Telus operations and that Telus would not be adequately compensated. TNW has again
provided ample evidence that it would in no circumstance allow permanent roaming and a careful
review of the technology will confirm this.
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106. Telus also contends that it may not be paid for services. TNW has offered on several occasions to
pay in advance or provide a security deposit for services. Telus has not responded to these offers.
107. Telus contends that TNW is somehow the author of its own misfortune linking it to the CCAA
proceedings of 864 but failing to mention that the CCAA proceedings were initiated solely to
protect the company from Telus. It has also neglected to mention that 864 has filed a Notice of
Civil Claim against Telus (Vancouver Registry S1610194) and is seeking significant damages
against Telus for alleged interference in its business and includes allegations that it preventing
864 from acquiring licensed spectrum in 2015.
108. Nor has Telus mentioned that 864 filed a complaint against it with the Canadian Competition
Bureau for abuse of a dominant position.
109. Telus continues to state that TNW is requesting a change to the regulatory framework, which it
does not and continues to refer to TNW’s request as MVNO access which TNW has
demonstrated clearly is not the case.
110. Telus makes considerable reference to “Applicants with Dirty Hands” but again relies on
selective information and their interpretation of the situation. With respect to the amount claimed
by Telus from 864, Telus is aware that this amount is under dispute and again makes no mention
of the details behind the Notice of Civil Claim against Telus by 864 and Telus’s alleged
wrongdoing. By its part and as confirmed by the Monitor, Telus has been less than cooperative
and has referred to Telus as being “nasty” during the CCAA proceedings to which it refers,
including unreasonably issuing 864 a default notice and refusal to consider any offer to pay
amounts owing to Telus if they would in any way enable TNW to launch a wireless operation.
111. Telus has also been selective in referring to comments of the CCAA Monitor and CCAA hearings
in general and failed to state that the Monitor also mentioned that Telus was being uncooperative
and unreasonable during the course of the proceedings and that Telus was “frustrating the
process”. 864 has made numerous attempts over the last two years to reduce its network cost with
Telus. This includes requesting that Telus replace 864’s SONET in British Columbia with a
significantly less expensive Ethernet solution which Telus could very easily have done. The effect
would have been to reduce 864 network costs considerably and would have likely eliminated the
need for 864’s CCAA proceeding. Telus has consistently refused and continues to refuse to action
this.
112. Notably absent from Telus’ references to the CCAA proceedings is it took a Court
Pronouncement on March 17, 2017 to compel Telus to meet with Petitioners on a good faith basis
by March 29, 2017 and attempt to resolve numerous issues between the parties including
validation of the TNW acquisition of RuralCom, entering of roaming agreements between Telus
and TNW, discussion towards restructuring of services provided by Telus in order to reduce
864’s fixed network costs with Telus, continued delivery of tariffed services and delivery of new
services with prepayment/security of related charges, an orderly transition of existing forborne
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services from Telus to an authorized Telus reseller and delivery of new forborne services through
an authorized Telus reseller. After numerous protests by Telus, the meeting finally took place
only on April 3, 2017 to which Telus did not offer any follow-up.
113. Notwithstanding that Telus does not have any information related to financial aspects related to
the purchase of RuralCom including any information as to how the company was purchased, yet
tries somehow to link the purchase with amounts owed to it by another entity and imply that these
are somehow fungible. Conjecture should not be an argument for denying relief.
114. Telus’ references to the 864 CCAA and other proceedings in general are again designed to be
misleading by being selective and one sided in nature. The selected snippets are not presented in
context and fail to mention subsequent events which completely negate them. These have been
included to colour their response and provide bias against the Applicant. In the end Telus’
arguments against interim relief are counter intuitive.
Test for interim relief – Bell arguments
115. Bell has similarly requested the Commission deny TNW interim relief.
116. Bell’s position on serious issue is essentially that the Commission has already ruled on the issues
raised by TNW as well as a concern over incidental roaming.
117. TNW is not requesting that the Commission rule on anything it has already decided which TNW
has made abundantly clear.
118. With respect to incidental roaming, TNW’s position is again quite clear in that it will not permit
permanent roaming on any visited network. As to what defines “incidental” TNW would prefer to
rely on the Commissions determination of such within the context of the regulations rather than a
dictionary definition which has no bearing in this discussion and provides no practical guideline.
119. With respect to irreparable harm, Bell relies on the fact that TNW needs to be able to roam to be
viable. Again for reasons frequently referred to this is an economic reality for all wireless
operators including Bell and not limited to TNW’s business plan and again is why the mandatory
requirements are in place reinforces the need not to have the Incumbents as gatekeepers to the
industry.
120. Finally, with respect to balance of convenience, Bell is stating that not granting interim relief
leaves TNW no worse off than it would be without the interim order. This ignores the fact that
TNW cannot provide a reasonable service without the roaming agreements and it would be
perfectly reasonable to based its service on roaming agreements that are in fact mandatory. This
logic is completely inconsistent with the reasons for the regulatory policy in the first place
121. On the topic of Public Policy, and technological readiness, we remind the Commission that TNW
has made repeated attempts to meet with Bell technical personnel, discuss their concerns, provide
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technical demonstrations etc. TNW has answered all Bell’s questions in a timely manner and
provided Bell with considerable detailed technical information including the geolocation of all of
its radio sites and a detailed coverage map. All overtures have been ignored. Bell cannot dismiss a
technology it has not evaluated and refuses to evaluate.
122. Finally with respect to Telecom Policy Direction, TNW is again not seeking any change in
policy. Bell’s selective reliance on market force arguments only favours reduced competition.
Interim Relief
123. For all the foregoing reasons, TNW maintains that it is entitled to interim relief.

8.0

CONCLUSION

124. For all the foregoing reasons, TNW respectfully submits that neither Bell or Telus nor the
interventions opposing TNW’s Application have made the case for denial of the interim and
permanent relief sought by TNW. TNW has provided provide technical and regulatory reasons
why it should be granted the relief.
125. TNW also believes for the reasons provided in this Response, that this Application should not be
enjoined as part of TNC 2017-159 and that the framework currently exists for the Commission to
decide on the matters.
126. None of the Respondents or Intervenors have provided any opposition to the request by TNW for
roaming agreements independent of any use of iPCS outside its licensed spectrum area therefore
TNW contends that this can be granted independent of any decision the Commission may make
related to the compliance of iPCS.

9.0

LIST OF PARTIES TO BE PROVIDED WITH RESPONSE

111. This Response will be provided to Bell Mobility Inc. and Telus Communications
Company
10.0

NOTICE

127. This response is made by TNW Wireless Inc., c/o Lawry Trevor-Deutsch, 1304 – 330
Bay Street, Toronto Ontario, M5H 2S8 [email: regulatory@tnwcorp.com]
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Schedule 1 – TNW/iPCS, Bell/Telus, Over-the-Top Transmission Path
Comparison
(following page)
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